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You are planning your holiday and …
… you want to arrange who will sleep where in the house
Bedroom 1
v For the person who has made the booking
and done all the hard work sorting out the
holiday
v Emperor bed (6ft 4ins by 7ft) - suitable for
a couple with plenty of room for young
children to sleep in between, if they don’t
want to sleep away from parents or
grandparents
v Great for family to meet up in the morning
and all sit around in bed together
v Not for light sleepers as outside street light
can’t be switched off and black out blinds
only partially effective
v Sitting up in bed, you can see cows grazing
on the Cotswold escarpment
v Overlooks small business units - they can’t
see you but you can see them
v Ensuite bathroom with (power) shower
over the bath and his and her wash basins
Bedroom 2
v Double bed – suitable for a couple
v Shutters on the large windows - good if
you like darkness
v Front of house next to market square (now
used for public car parking)
v Sitting up in bed in the morning is
interesting because you can see the life in
the market square without anyone knowing
that you are watching them...
v The morning sun comes into this room
v Ensuite (power) shower room
Bedroom 3
v Twin beds
v Shutters on the window - this is the room
if you have children who can only sleep in
darkness
v Front of house next to market square (now
used for public car parking)
v The morning sun streams into this room
v Good light for reading in bed
Bedroom 4
v Twin beds
v Curtains at window with a black out blind
but the morning sun still comes into the
room
v Front of house next to market square (now
used for public car parking)

v Good lighting for reading in bed
v At the top of stairs so good if you need to
supervise children
v Smallest room but still plenty of space for
two people
Bedroom 5
v Together with Bedroom 6 (see next page)
forms a family suite sleeping six
v In bedroom 5, two captain beds that are
singles with beds underneath that slide
out. These can form either three singles
(two 3ft & one 2ft 6ins) or one double (5 ft
6ins) plus one single (3 ft)
v Curtains at windows both with a black out
blind but the morning sun still comes into
the room
v Front of house next to market square (now
used for public car parking)
v At top of main staircase and easy to
access (where our 89 year old father used
to live, for example as you can hear the
sounds of the house when in bed and so
you don’t feel cut off)
v Walk through room to Bedroom 6 so
occupants of Bedroom 6 must know the
occupants of bedroom 5 (and vice versa)
v Choice of bathrooms (family bathroom just
outside bedroom or stairs up to Bedroom
6)
v Cot - can be moved to another room
Bedroom 6
v Three single beds accessed through
Bedroom 5
v Restricted to a maximum of three people
at any time
v Bedroom door that closes so can be
separate from Bedroom 5
v Blinds on windows (the bedroom has a
black out blind) but still let in some light
v Large roof windows only and so a lot of
privacy
v No noise from the rest of the house
v Features exposed beams in ceiling that
were, before the house was built in the late
eighteenth century, ships’ timbers
v Ensuite (power) shower room
v Saniflo lavatory system and so great care
in what you put down the loo
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